Proudly Present

LITTLE OBAMA
At the AFM 2010
Loews Office B # 311

Genre: Drama
Cast: HASAN FARUQ ALI, CARA LACHELLE
Duration: 103 minutes
Director: JOHN DE RANTAU, DAMIEN DEMANTRA
Producer: RAAM PUNJABI
Production Year: 2010

Synopsis
Spending his childhood in Indonesia for around four years, Little Barack Obama befriended a company of
misfits and street kids in Menteng area, Central Jakarta until 1970. Little Obama's childhood friends shared
stories about friendship to Damien Demantra, who then published a novel. "Little Obama" is a movie
adapted from the novel of the same title. The story is based on true events as shared by Obama's childhood
friends.
Arriving in Menteng area approaching the final year of his childhood in Jakarta, Barry or “Little Obama”
found himself alienated in his neighborhood. He quickly had an unfriendly encounter with the local street
kids, and his only friends were the two brothers who lived next to his house. Being a kid of different color
and weird hair did not help either. To make things worse, the 9 year old Barry had to go to school escorted
by the effeminate Turdi, one of the domestic helps in his family.
Barry was challenged to football games in the muddy field. He strived to find friends who would help him win
the game, and in doing so, what he found is the strength to be different in the time and place where
difference was often deemed as bad. With the help of his tough Indonesian father, and pregnant mother,
Barry found his way to accept himself completely, even encouraged his new friends to always take a stand.
"Little Obama" is an inspirational and adventurous children and family movie, exploring themes on
friendship, and living in a diverse world. The story of "Little Obama" is to share the fact that even the most
ordinary kid from a multicultural background can be a world leader today.

Trailer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HNqImVjmd58&feature=player_embedded
Visit Us at
http://www.ObamaAnakMenteng.com

/

http://www.thefilmcatalogue.com/catalog/index.php?selBrowseBy=&sSearchFor=M
VP+PICTURES&selSearchBy=AllFields&sFilmType=All&sAction=Search&StartA
t=0&sFilter=%25&sDatFilter=2010/11/03&selResultsPerPage=&sFavEmail=0&sel
AdvSort=sTitleSorted&selAdvSortDir=asc
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SCREENING!!!
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